
 
Lovereading4kids Reader reviews of  
An Elephant in the Garden by Michael Morpurgo 
 
Below are the complete reviews, written by Lovereading4kids 
members. 
 

 

Evie Young, age 8 

An exciting story about a family and 

an elephant during World War II. 

This is a story about a family trying to 

escape from the Russians and the bombing of 

Dresden during World War II. They also 

have an elephant to look after! 

It is a very sad story but exciting at the same 

time. I really enjoyed reading this story, the 

pictures are beautiful and really add to the 

atmosphere of the story. I can't wait to read 

more Michael Morpurgo stories. 

 

Alex Crisp, age 8 

This book is similar to ‘Toro Toro’ 

because it is about an old person 

telling a child about their own 

childhood. This story is set in Dresden 

in the Second World War and features 

a dad away fighting, an enemy soldier on the run, an elephant, two 

children and their mother. 

This is very funny, because it has an elephant in it and a boy who is very good 

at juggling. There is a family argument, lots of bombing and sadness, and lots 

of people who can't believe they're seeing an elephant. My favourite character is 

Karli, the boy who juggles, and my favourite part is when the German soldiers 

arrive at the house. There is plenty of comedy and drama all the way through. 

But will they live happily ever after? 



Emma Baird, age 11 

To tell the truth, I don’t think Lizzie would ever have told us her story at all, if 

Karl had not been called Karl.  This book is about Lizzie, one of the patients at 

the nursing home. She is telling young Karl her story. 

Lizzie or Elizabeth as she was called then had been leading a happy life in 

Dresden. She lived with her Papi, her father and Mutti, her mother. She also had 

the best little brother ever, Karli. Then the Second World War came and 

everything turned upside down. Papi had to leave and fight in the war so Mutti 

got a job at the zoo. That’s when Mutti brings home the elephant... 

The war has it in for their little town and they end up fleeing from it along with 

Marlene, the elephant. It is being bombed and soon all that’s left of it will be 

burning ruins. Then on their travels they meet an enemy soldier. Can they trust 

him to lead them to safety? 

This is a very emotionally sad book as the war was a terrible time, 

but this book is also full of excitement as the group flee from the war. 

It is also very funny because of Marlene, the elephant.  

 

Bethany Urquhart, age 7 (and her mum) 

Beth said half way through reading this ‘This is so exciting, I keep 

wondering what will happen next?’  

Beth read this book over the course of a few weeks. She found it more 

challenging than the previous titles we have reviewed. She had to ask lots of 

questions to set the story in context. She really enjoyed it and was excited to see 

the twists in the tale. She liked the fact that the story contained a grain of truth 

in it, i.e. the facts about WWII.  She gives it 8/10. 

 

Matilda Greenacre, age 7 

This book is a bit scary, because it is set in the 2nd world war, in 

Germany during the bombing.  

This book is about a family who were taking an elephant for a walk when the 

bombing started and so ran away with it.  It is the story of their journey, which 

is told by an old lady.  Parts of this book are scary e.g. when the family knocked 

on the door of a big house and a big man shouted at them. 

 



Overall I did not really like this book but if you are interested in the 2nd World 

War then this is the book for you. 

*NB note from Matilda’s Mum, there is swearing in this book which I feel is 

unnecessary. 


